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Today's marketers are forever in search of the next breed of influencer. Megainfluencers, macroinfluencers,
microinfluencers and nanoinfluencers are all in a marketer's lexicon nowadays.

A recent news story even touted "the rise of the granfluencer' the seniors who are better at social media than you." Of
course, jargon aside, it is  all just a trendy way of describing what marketers have always done: use paid
sponsorships to gain access to hard-to-reach audiences.

Amidst the frenzy, however, the question of what motivates those with actual influence is often overlooked. And
when it comes to the world's affluent top 10 percent, the answer is not conventional. It is  not even influence itself.

In fact, according to a recent study of the Global Affluent Tribe by Team One, while 77 percent of the affluent
surveyed consider themselves an influencer among their friends, they ranked "having influence" near the bottom of
a list of things that they aspire to as part of a fulfilled life.

In contrast to social media influencers, who seek clicks, views and likes, the affluent we observed measure
influence in terms of their ability to spark connections and most notably drive change.

These are just a few of the findings from "Rethinking Influence," a new ethnographic study from Team One that is
reframing our understanding of how influence works among today's affluent.

Contrary to popular depictions of the wealthy using their influence to gain more wealth, power and prestige whether
it is  a transactional and adversarial exchange such as in The Great Gatsby or Netflix's The Politician we discovered
a completely different process.

Influence among the affluent is shared, an experience which closely resembles gift-giving and is defined by three
main aspects:

Gifts: The affluent seek ways to share their influence, not amass it. Instead of financial transactions, they freely give
their social and cultural capital qualities such as time, contacts, access, skill and knowledge much like gifts.

While possessing these types of gifts can certainly signal that a person is influential, this is not what motivates this
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group.

Exchange: The true mark of status among these affluent influencers is participation, not recognition. They are drawn
to opportunities where the exchange of these gifts can thrive.

"Fostering a community of impact," for example, was a frequently expressed ambition. For many of them, this meant
joining a place or creating an environment in which people and ideas could serendipitously connect and spark new
relationships and ventures.

Reciprocity: Beyond being self-motivated, these affluent are also community-motivated. The goal is not personal
gain but rather a desire to leave a lasting impact.

One of the byproducts of giving is that it often creates moral commitments to pay it back by paying it forward.
Sharing influence creates the conditions whereby these affluent can witness transformations that resulted from their
gift.

With these findings in mind, marketers need to take a new approach when it comes to influence:

Give, do not take. Rather than asking how your brand can better appeal to affluent consumers, ask what role you can
have in their giving process. Where does your brand have the right to participate, contribute and make an indelible
impact on people's lives and communities?

Instead of expecting an immediate return, think long term.

Consider Clos19, the ecommerce site for luxury Champagnes, wines and spirits. Clos19 does not just sell products, it
also champions the art of hosting by giving hosts the knowledge and skills to perfect their own unique experiences.

Earn, do not buy. Efforts to buy influence among the affluent will only take your brand so far. The hard truth is, you
have to earn it. Fortunately, your customers may be looking for ways to collaborate with you. Can you galvanize
audiences towards a common cause or vision?

Look for ways to create an environment or opportunity where people can be inspired, take action and help each
others' ideas flourish.

Seeking to represent real beauty in all its  dimensions for its #ShowUs Initiative, Dove partnered with Getty Images
and Girlgaze to create a stock photo collection of diverse women, unretouched and unfiltered, available to the
media.

By giving women of all ages, ethnicities, shapes and expressions more visibility and representation, Dove has
earned a reputation for standing up on behalf of its  audience and has forged alliances with credible organizations
that share its vision.

Forge relationships, not transactions. Transactions put people in competition with one another. In contrast, the
affluent experience influence as a form of alchemy, a seemingly magical exchange springing from shared beliefs
and aspirations. How can you reinforce established relationships and form new social bonds with and between
your customers?

While transactions are generally fleeting, relationships forge ongoing mutual commitments and preference for your
brand.

Recognizing that today's elite are drawn to spaces and experiences that actively inspire, elevate and transform, St.
Regis Hotels & Resorts, for example, cultivates these opportunities in innovative ways. Events such as its Jack's Club
and The Midnight Supper evoke the spirit of the brand by bringing people together with the opportunity to connect
and create relationships.

RATHER THAN searching for the next breed of influencer, marketers should adopt a participatory, gift-giving
mindset that goes beyond corporate giving, social-responsibility campaigns or product giveaways.

Influence especially among the affluent requires action creating a system of open returns on investment where
people and brands can collect, exchange and return resources, rewards and, ultimately, values.

Steven Garcia is director of cultural anthropology at Team One, Los Angeles. Reach him at steven.garcia@teamone-
usa.com.
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